The exceptionally preserved fossil record of soft tissues sheds light on a wide range of evolutionary episodes from across geological history. Understanding how soft tissues become hard fossils is not a trivial process. A powerful tool in this context is experimentally derived decay data. By studying decay in a laboratory setting and on a laboratory timescale, an understanding of the processes and patterns underlying soft-tissue preservation can be achieved. The considerations and problems particular to experimental decay are explored here in terms of experimental aims, design, variables, and utility. Aims in this context can relate to either reconstruction of the processes of soft-tissue preservation, or to elucidation of the patterns of morphological transformation and data loss occurring during decay. Experimental design is discussed in terms of hypotheses and relevant variables: i.e., the subject organism being decayed (phylogeny, ontogeny, and history), the environment of decay (biological, chemical, and physical) and the outputs (how to measure decay). Variables and practical considerations are illustrated with reference to previous experiments. The principles behind application of experimentally derived decay data to the fossil record are illustrated with three case studies: the interpretation of fossil color, feasibility of fossil embryos, and phylogenetic bias in chordate preservation. A rich array of possibilities for further decay experiments exists and it is hoped that the methodologies outlined herein will provide guidance and a conceptual framework for future studies.
INTRODUCTION
! Fossils are old. At first, it would seem that they are so old that researchers would have no hope of experimentally investigating the patterns and processes of fossilization. After all, research proposals for projects on the scale of millions of years are unlikely to be awarded funding. Fossilization, however, is not a linear process with respect to time. The majority of anatomical change and loss occurs in the early stages in the formation of a fossil, after which little change generally takes place. These early stages can be experimentally investigated on a laboratory timescale ranging from hours to months. This is especially relevant to the exceptionally preserved soft-tissue fossil record. Non-biomineralized tissues such as cuticle, muscles, and nerves are lost to decay relatively quickly following death and as such, the soft anatomy of an organism is locked in a post-mortem race between decay and fossilization (Briggs, 1995) . In those rare instances that preservation wins, the spectacular fossils that result shed unique and powerful light on a wide range of evolutionary events ranging from the Cambrian explosion of animal life to the origin of bird flight in dinosaurs (Briggs et al., 1994) . Soft tissues, however, are extremely labile. They are never preserved as an accurate facsimile of the original organism's in-vivo anatomy in the way that skeletons can be; instead, they have been distorted and changed by the processes of decay and loss that are intrinsic to their fossilization. To make sense of exceptionally preserved fossil soft tissues, we need an understanding of the processes that led to their formation and how the data they provide might have been transformed by their formation. In fact, it is difficult to interpret this class of fossils without experimentally derived data. This review will discuss how experimental taphonomy aims to unlock both the processes and patterns of decay, i.e., the processes that make it possible for soft tissues to become part of the fossil record and the patterns of data loss and transformation that can occur during fossilization. The nature of experimental design and the multitudinous variables involved in taphonomic experiments are also addressed.
Finally, examples are used to illustrate how the findings of taphonomic experiments can be applied to paleontological data, and in some instances, transform our interpretation of fossils.
In: Reading and Writing of the Fossil Record: Preservational Pathways to Exceptional Fossilization. The Paleontological Society Papers, Volume 20, Marc Laflamme, James D. Schiffbauer, and Simon A. F. Darroch (eds. ! All experiments, taphonomic or otherwise, require a clear understanding of how their design and results will address the aim of the experiment. The aims of experimental taphonomy can be loosely classified as relating to either the processes or the patterns of decay and fossilization, both described below. Questions of process concern the mechanisms by which soft tissues are preserved and become part of the fossil record. Questions of pattern aim to identify the sequences of loss and transformation of tissues and morphology that occur during decay.
With respect to processes, two main pathways have been described for the mechanisms of preservation: organic preservation and authigenic microbially mediated preservation (Briggs, 2003) . Organic preservation occurs when decay has been sufficiently retarded to allow the original organic b i o m o l e c u l e s o f t h e o r g a n i s m ( e . g . , macromolecules, lipids, proteins) to be preserved (Briggs et al., 2000; Briggs, 2003) . This kind of preservation can be enhanced by particular kinds of subsequent diagenesis (Butterfield, 2003; Page et al., 2008) . Biomolecules will be transformed during the fossilization process, and this transformation can be investigated experimentally. For example, maturation experiments demonstrate fossil arthropod cuticle is more similar in terms of aliphatic composition to decayed or matured arthropod chitin than to fresh chitin (Gupta et al., 2006; Gupta and Summons, 2011) . Because organic preservation essentially requires retardation of decay, it can be experimentally investigated through identification and/or manipulation of the factors that affect rates of tissue decomposition. Anaerobic conditions and rapid burial are often cited as requisites for o r g a n i c p r e s e r v a t i o n a n d h a v e b e e n experimentally tested in this context (Allison, 1988 (Allison, , 2001 Briggs and Kear, 1993a) . The second pathway, microbially mediated mineralization, is in some respects diametrically opposed to organic preservation. While organic preservation requires retardation of decay and preservation of the original biomolecules, authigenic mineralization relies on the fast action of microbes actively decaying structures to leave a characteristic c h e m i c a l s i g n a t u r e , b e t h a t t h r o u g h phosphatization, pyritization, or some other mechanism (Briggs, 2003) . It has been demonstrated that this kind of mineralization can be induced in a lab setting on laboratory time scale; Kear (1993b, 1994a) and Hof and Briggs (1997) were able to create conditions for calcium phosphate to form during the decay of crustaceans-in effect, a step towards creation of artificial fossils in the lab. Similar experiments also demonstrate the feasibility of mineralization of embryos (Raff et al., 2006; Hippler et al., 2012) . Not only do experiments such as these enable identification of the conditions necessary for mineralization, but they can also unlock the nature of the specific mechanisms involved. For example, Raff et al. (2008) characterized the bacterial communities that comprise fossil forming biofilms, while Sageman et al. (1999) characterized the chemical microenvironments that are conducive to soft-tissue preservation. Consideration of the factors affecting rates of decay are therefore imperative to understanding both the mechanisms of organic preservation and authigenic mineralization.
A complementary aim to unlocking processes of preservation is the reconstruction of patterns of transformation and loss of data during that preservation process. In some ways, these aims are related, but they are considered here as addressing different methodological questions. Reconstructing taphonomic processes generally concerns chemical changes, while reconstructing patterns of morphological changes requires knowledge of anatomical changes. Patterns of morphological transformation during decay can take place on a macro-scale of whole individuals, through the sub-cellular or organelle level. For example, McNamara et al. (2013a) demonstrated that melanosomes (pigment organelles) are transformed during maturation in terms of their g e o m e t r y, w h i c h h a s r a m i f i c a t i o n s f o r interpretations of fossil color. At another sizelevel up, transformation of the morphology of giant bacteria and metazoan embryos during decay has been used to frame interpretations of fossils of disputed affinity (Raff et al., 2006; Cunningham et al., 2012a, b) . At the level of body structures, Briggs and Kear (1994b) related the series of morphological changes taking place during decay in the muscle arrangement of amphioxus in relation to the muscle arrangement of fossil conodonts, while reconstructed sequences of transformation of vertebrate anatomical complexes, such as feeding apparatus, appendages, skull, etc. At the level of w h o l e a n i m a l s , t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s i n t h e arrangement of bodies during decay can shed light on fossil interpretations; e.g., decay of modern ! 260 branchiopod carapaces and appendages related to preservation of fossil branchiopods (Orr et al., 2 0 0 8 ) . L i k e s e q u e n c e s o f c h a n g e a n d transformation, sequences of loss can be tested in the context of taphonomic patterns. Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 experimentally derived relative sequences of loss of vertebrate morphological characters during decay to inform fossil interpretations. Loss can also be experimentally investigated at the level of community rather than at the individual level. Experimental decay of a variety of organisms (e.g., molluscs, arthropods, wood) in brine seeps (Parsons-Hubbard et al., 2008) and hydrothermal vents (Little, pers. com.) can reveal which taxa are susceptible to decay and which might be preserved in these particular circumstances. These different approaches make it possible to relate the transformation and loss of features to taphonomic biases at the level of organelles up through anatomical structures, individuals, and communities. Experimentally derived patterns of morphological change and loss are often intended for direct comparison with particular fossil clades or structures due to the phylogenetic constraint of the model data. In the case of experimentally derived data regarding mechanisms of preservation, results are applicable to more general situations due to the perceived universality of biogeochemical processes.
!

DESIGN: HYPOTHESES AND VARIABLES
! Experimental taphonomy seems straightforward in a practical sense: observe an organism following death and note any changes. For example, Breder (1957) made observations as to the fate of the departmental fish that died from neglect in the laboratory tank, and the 'evil smelling pastes' that resulted. There is a long tradition of aktuopaläontologie (actualistic paleontology), but this kind of observational approach is poorly constrained (Briggs, 1995) . Utilization of experimental methodology enables replication of results and a clearer understanding as to how particular variables affect outcomes. Indeed, Sansom et al. (2010b) were able to replicate the principal results of Briggs and Kear (1994b) only because the experimental variables were explicitly constrained in both studies. Constraining variables is not a trivial task for experimental taphonomy. The large number of variables (see below) means that a daunting multidimensional space of potential outcomes exists. Nevertheless, experimental constraints make it possible to build in additional variables to previously conducted experiments, and make it possible to produce clearer links with the paleontological data in question. Without experimental constraints, results from a taphonomic investigation risk being meaningless. Tw o a p p r o a c h e s m i g h t b e t a k e n w h e n constraining variables. First, when aiming to shed light on a particular fossil taxon from a particular fossil deposit, it might be appropriate to directly replicate the conditions inferred to exist at that particular time. However, this approach has the practical limitation that accurately replicating the conditions of any fossil deposit requires confidence in the estimation of those parameters. Such confidence is unlikely given that any interpretation of the chemical, physical, or microbiological parameters particular to a fossil locality will also be limited by incomplete data and taphonomic changes occurring over time. The second approach, which is more common, is to simplify variables as much as possible to create a working generalized taphonomic model of decay to which additional parameters can be subsequently factored in.
It is not common practice for hypotheses to be explicitly laid out for taphonomic experiments. What is a control and what is a hypothesis in a decay experiment? This depends on the intended aims of the experiment (see above). If no decay data exists for a molecule or structure in question, comparison could be made with an absence of decay (i.e., the original living condition), although this is not strictly a control. In some instances, an experimental vessel with no decay subject might be an appropriate control (Hammarlund et al., 2011) . Regarding hypotheses, the given aim of Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 was to evaluate phylogenetic affinities of vertebrate taxa; thus, the stated hypothesis was that synapomorphies will decay at random with respect to their phylogenetic informativeness. Hypotheses can also relate to mechanisms; Darroch et al. (2012) explicitly tested a geological hypothesis for Ediacaran taphonomy-the microbial deathmasks model-using experimental decay. In another example, Cunningham et al. (2012a) tested the hypothesis that decaying giant sulfur bacteria could replicate the morphologies observed in Ediacaran Doushantuo microfossils. The most general and basic hypothesis for a taphonomy experiment might be that no reliable pattern or process will be observed over the course of the experiment (i.e., results are ! 261 random); this is not particularly hard to overturn given pattern-hungry human eyes (although Brock et al., 2006 found no clear patterns). In the eventuality that decay data already exist for a model molecule or structure, a suitable control would be the previously observed pattern or process (preferably replicated), and a suitable hypothesis that the conditions under investigation have no effect on the previously observed pattern or process. In either case, a clear relationship between the aim and the hypothesis being tested will always be necessary, and any hypothesis requires clearly defined variables. The variables pertinent to taphonomy experiments are evaluated below. They are grouped as relating to the organism being decayed (phylogeny, ontogeny, history) or the environment of decay (biological, chemical and physical; Figure 1 ).
!
Organismal variables
Phylogeny.-Among the most important variables for taphonomy experiments are those concerning the subject organism being decayed. Principal among organismal variables is phylogeny-i.e., what class of organism is being decayed. The type of organism being decayed needs to be kept in mind for experiments investigating either patterns or processes. The type of organism is relevant to patterns because morphology varies with respect to phylogeny, and relevant to processes because the biomolecules or histology of different organisms might undergo different processes. A single taxon could be used as an experimental proxy in cases where a very specific problem is being addressed, e.g., preservation of Carboniferous conchostracans (Orr et al., 2008) or preservation of freshwater bivalves (Skawina, 2010) . In many cases, however, the aims are more phylogenetically broad.
Reconstructing the decay and preservation of distantly related organism or organisms with no suitable living proxy is more problematic. Graptolites, for example, are morphologically unlike any animal alive today. In this case, researchers rely on decay data from graptolites' closest living relative (pterobranchs), which limits applicability . Similar problems occur when attempting to find modern analogues for the unusual soft-bodied fauna from the Cambrian of China and Canada (Briggs et al., 1994) , where intractable evolutionary and morphological distances exist between fossil taxa and their closest living relatives. The solution is to apply the concept of an extant phylogenetic bracket to taphonomic patterns in the same sense that it might be applied in comparative anatomy . If decay data exist from the closest living relatives, as well as an outgroup, taphonomic patterns common to those proxies can be applied to fossil taxa placed within that phylogenetic bracket . This is especially important when close relatives exhibit different patterns of decay (e.g., Allison, 1988 : Norway lobster and Baltic prawn). There is also some risk of circularity in choice of proxy. In cases where the affinity of a fossil taxon is subject to debate, choice of one particular taphonomic proxy might inflate the perceived similarity between proxy and fossil (Donoghue and Purnell, 2009 ). This problem is best avoided through application of taphonomic data from a broad phylogenetic range of taxa, although this may be intractable in some cases (e.g., the Ediacaran fauna for which affinities are unclear, Xiao and Laflamme, 2009) .
Ontogeny.-Organisms not only vary with respect to their phylogeny, but also during their growth and development-i.e., their ontogeny. This can be especially important for fossil taxa that have been interpreted as representing nonadult stages of life (i.e., Orsten larvae, Doushantuo embryos). In these cases, the choice ! 262 of an appropriate ontogenetic stage as subject for decay is more important than phylogenetic affinity. Gostling et al. (2008) used cleavage-stage embryos of tunicates, annelids, and mollusks as proxies for 'metazoan' fossil embryos; embryos at this stage are unlikely to differ greatly with respect to phylogeny, and their decay was not found to differ from results from echinoderms (Raff et al., 2006) . Furthermore, Gostling et al. (2009) experimentally demonstrated that different ontogenetic stages of brine shrimp have different preservation potentials, which potentially accounts for preservation biases of Orsten-type fauna. Irrespective of the interpreted ontogenetic stage of the fossils in question, it is still suitable in some cases to use taphonomic data from proxies at multiple ontogenetic stages. The lamprey, for example, is a jawless vertebrate whose morphology is used as proxy for the early vertebrate condition, yet pre-metamorphosis juveniles (ammocoetes) and post-metamorphosis adults have morphologies more similar to nonvertebrate chordates and jawed vertebrates, respectively. Interpretation of soft-bodied fossil chordates therefore requires taphonomic data from both ontogenetic stages of lamprey growth (Sansom et al., 2010b (Sansom et al., , 2011 .
Another variable loosely related to ontogenentic factors is the size of an organism. Body sizes vary by orders of magnitude both with respect to volume and mass. This can be true of just adult stages as well. In adult organisms with the same morphology, it is likely that patterns of transformation and loss will be the same, but drastic differences in size may well affect the biogeochemical processes and rates of decay.
History.-How an organism dies might have ramifications for the rates and sequences of decay that follow. It is desirable to maintain as much of the morphology of the living organism as possible, and not to systematically distort morphology of the subject, or its endogenous microbial flora, through death in any way. For this reason, exposure to anoxic conditions in an anaerobic cabinet is often used (e.g., Allison, 1988; Briggs, 1993a Briggs, , 1994a Gostling et al., 2008) . This can be problematic, however. Some organisms exhibit a natural tolerance to anaerobic conditions so it can be tricky to accurately constrain the time of death (e.g., annelids, hagfish). Constraining time of death is paramount because it marks the point from which all measurements of duration of decay are made, and it enables patterns to be constructed using data from different individuals. For example, Briggs and Kear (1993a, p. 100) "killed [annelids] by gripping behind the pharynx region with blunt forceps, and suspending the head (only) in a stream of hot water...," while Freedman (1999) tried freezing hagfish, although −20°C was found to not be cold enough for death to occur (hagfish were found to be very hard to kill, yet also hard to keep alive). In both cases, mechanical disruption occurred to the subject, but was deemed preferable to an 'unnatural toxin' that might kill bacteria (Briggs, 1995, p. 542) . Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 used an overdose of tricaine (MS-222), which is a common method of anesthesia for marine animals and has only a minor effect on bacteria when used at low concentration and with a buffer (Fedewa and Lindel, 2005) . Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 also found no differences from the sequences of decay identified by Briggs and Kear (1994b) for amphioxus. Another factor that may affect the endogenous microbial flora of the subject organism is the feeding regime immediately before death; recent feeding, and the foodstuffs given, may well affect the internal gut flora of a metazoan subject. In all of these cases, the mechanism of killing becomes a constraint in experimental design.
!
Environmental variables
Biological environment.-Bacteria are important agents of decay and decomposition (Briggs, 2003) . Their inclusion or exclusion from experiments can have massive ramifications for rates and sequences of decay. All subjects have a natural endogenous microbial flora of some kind, yet this could vary according to the history of the organisms: i.e., its ecology, time in the lab, phylogeny, mechanism of death, etc. Eliminating endogenous microbes is difficult, however. Briggs and Kear (1993a) used gamma irradiation, but this resulted in additional morphological damage. Alternatively, Raff et al. (2008) used rifampicin to inhibit bacteria. This approach is less likely to have unintended morphological consequences, but does not eliminate all microbial activity; the role of archaea and fungi in decay of soft tissues is not well characterized, but they likely do play a role of some kind. One possibility is to introduce a standard microbial agent via a constrained inoculum. Briggs and Kear (1993) used naturally occurring estuary water and yeast substrate as a bacterial inoculum for decay experiments. They found significant differences in decay rate ! 263 between aerobic trials with endogenous microbes with and without inocula. A standardized inoculum Kear, 1993a, b, 1994a, b; Briggs, 1995) , works to constrain much of the biological environment within and between experiments. There is, however, extremely high variability with respect to microbial flora. Microbial biodiversity could be expected to vary in natural settings with respect to location, environment, microenvironment (e.g., extracted at surface, or 15 cm depth), temperature, tides, seasons, ocean currents, time of day, time between collection and utilization, method of storage, etc. There may also be interactions between microbial floras and the decaying organism or experimental environment (i.e., the same flora might have varying responses on different taxa). This can be especially important when microbial mats are being used as the agent of decay and preservation (Darroch et al., 2012; Iniesto et al., 2013 ). An alternative approach to trying to constrain this very complex variable is to characterize the bacteria that are present during decay. Raff et al. (2008) used 16S rDNA sequencing to characterize bacterial populations comprising decay biofilms under different conditions, with and without inoculum. This enabled them to subsequently use single cultured strains in individual experiments to identify the contingent interactions among bacterial species necessary for fossilization (Raff et al., 2013) .
Chemical environment.-The division between chemical and biological environment presented here is somewhat artificial because the effects of the chemical environment on decay are largely through alteration of biological processes. Nevertheless, with respect to experimental design, these are considered as separate elements. Perhaps the simplest chemical factor relevant to decay is the availability of oxygen. Briggs and Kear (1993) investigated this factor thoroughly using open, closed, and completely sealed systems, deoxygenated water and air, and various combinations of these parameters. Even with ready access to air, oxygen saturation crashed rapidly at the onset of decay. This was confirmed by the detailed analysis of Sagemann et al. (1999) who identified anaerobic microenvironments forming around decaying carcasses. A significant reduction in decay rate was seen only following the complete elimination of oxygen (i.e., deoxygenated air and water, sealed aluminum bag; Briggs and Kear, 1993a) . Kidwell and Baumiller (1990) also found no significant difference between decay rates in anoxic and oxic environments, yet Gostling et al. (2009) did. The relationship between volume of subject and volume of media (i.e., water) could also be relevant in this context, given potential exhaustion of initially available saturated oxygen.
In addition to access to oxygen, the chemistry of the medium of decay itself (e.g., water) is also highly relevant. Artificial seawater is one of the most commonly used media, which enables constraint of a number of factors, especially mineral composition of the water. The concentration of various dissolved ions is extremely relevant to mineralization experiments Kear, 1994a, Martin et al., 2005) . Salinity has large ramifications for an experiment not only through interaction with the microbial flora, but also for the applicability of the results to a particular geological deposit (Allison, 1988 (Allison, , 1990 . It is necessary, however, for the environment of decay to match the natural environment that the subject organism is adapted to and lived in. For example, Sansom et al. (2011) compared decay of hagfish and lamprey, but each were decayed in different environments reflecting their natural habitat (artificial seawater and deionized freshwater, respectively). Mismatch between environment and subject organism could lead to unnatural osmotic disruption of tissues, although in some instances this might be relevant to the experimental aims. For example, Gupta and Pancost (2004) decayed terrestrial plant leaves in both marine and freshwater environments, and revealed taphonomic differences. The pH of the medium of decay is also relevant in this context, given the impact on mineralization (Briggs and Wilby, 1996) . pH is often investigated as a response variable (Briggs and Kear, 1993a ), but less often as a independent variable (Brock et al., 2006) .
Another variable, the presence of sulfide and sulfate, is expected to have wide ramifications for soft-tissue preservation (Xiao and Knoll, 1999; Hammarlund et al., 2011; Gaines et al., 2012) . Reducing conditions can be replicated experimentally in the lab with the use of thiols (i.e., beta-mercaptoethanol) rather than hazardous H2S (Raff et al., 2006) . This will cause reduction of S-S bonds in proteins of the subject organism and therefore halts autolysis, the biological process by which cells (and therefore tissues) of the subject degrade. Reducing conditions such as these have been found to severely reduce rates of decay by limiting both autolysis and bacterial ! 264 action (Raff et al., 2006 Gostling et al., 2008) . Hammarlund et al. (2011) undertook a detailed investigation of the effect of sulfate availability on soft-tissue decay, and found retardation of decay in low sulfate settings.
Another highly relevant chemical factor is sediment. After all, fossils are found in rocks, not water. The use of sediment in experimental decay introduces both logical and practical challenges. The range of potential sediments that could be used is near infinite. Estuarine sediments have been used to investigate pyritization (Brock et al., 2006) and mineral attachment to soft tissues (Martin et al., 2004) during decay. Allison (1988) used specimens buried in sediments from a variety of locations to assess rates of morphological decay, and characterized the general mineral composition and granularity of the sediments. Hammarlund et al. (2011) also buried specimens in clay slurry that was characterized in terms of composition. Sediments can also introduce compounding variables which may need to be accounted for (e.g., microbial flora; Darroch et al., 2012) . Furthermore, sediments vary not only in their chemistry and biology, but also physical grain size, which has ramifications for porosity of the surrounding medium. Explicit testing of the role of different sediments and minerals in decay as an independent variable is not common. This could be due in part to the scale of the variability of this factor, but also to the practical difficulties of extracting data from buried sediments without disruption. This is especially relevant when studying patterns of morphological transformation. One solution is the application of 3-D tomography (e.g., Hammarlund et al., 2011; Iniesto et al., 2013) , but this is currently expensive, and it is hard to detect subtle differences in densities of entirely soft tissues when scanning. Given sediment variability and practical difficulties, initially establishing a null model for decay in water should be suitable in many cases. Such models can be used as controls for further analysis that would incorporate the use of sediments.
Physical environment.-The physical environment is also expected to interact strongly with biological and chemical environments. Given the importance of rates of change to decay experiments, temperature needs careful consideration as a variable. Temperature should ideally be kept constant for an individual specimen over the course of its decay. It could be expected that rates of decay are higher at higher temperatures, but not necessarily that the patterns of transformation will change. Sansom et al. (2010b) found the same sequences of loss of Branchiostoma characters at both 15°C and 25°C, but at different rates. Higher temperatures can be used to accelerate processes on a laboratory time scale, but only within limits; microbial death due to high temperatures causes reduction in rates of decay (Arnosti et al., 1998) . In the case of maturation, much higher temperatures are applied for shorter periods of time. Gupta et al. (2006 Gupta et al. ( , 2011 Artificially high pressures are also relevant in this context (Gupta et al., 2006; Gupta, 2011; McNamara et al., 2013b) but seemingly not to the same degree as temperature (McNamara et al., 2013a, b) . Physical pressure (i.e., compression) has also been investigated, e. g., examining changes to morphology of velvet worms (flattened under 17kg; Monge-Nájera and Hou, 2002) and feathers (flattening in a printing press; Foth, 2012), although neither could be expected to be suitable representations of taphonomic processes.
Physical agitation is also relevant to decay. Kidwell and Baumiller (1990) tumbled specimens of echinoderms over two days to study the factors that affect their disarticulation. Physical agitation is more relevant to the preservation of skeletons rather than soft tissues, although Duncan et al. (2003) investigated the effect of transport (agitation in water flumes) on the disarticulation rates of cockroaches. Another physical factor rarely considered in a taphonomic context is access to light. Decaying subjects should be placed in the dark because light may distort the growth of microbial floras.
! Outputs
How to best measure or quantify decay? This again depends on the aims of the experiment. One of the most straightforward metrics is weight loss -i.e., the percentage of the original organic material of the organism that has been lost to decay processes. This can prove problematic, however. Wet weights are extremely variable due to osmotic uptake, structural integrity and method of extraction (Briggs, 1995) , while dry weights ! 265 requires destructive sampling and accurate knowledge of the ratio between standard wet:dry weights (Briggs and Kear, 1993a) . pH can also be measured as a response variable (e.g., Briggs and Kear, 1993a) , but pH changes are only indirectly related to decay, and other processes will have an effect on pH. Weight changes, whether wet or dry, and potentially pH, can be useful for comparing relative rates of decay, but are limited in the information they provide about processes of decay or patterns of morphological decay. With respect to processes of decay, other chemical changes can be assessed and quantified. For example, changes to aliphatic composition of chitin (Gupta et al., 2006 ), lipids (McNamara et al., 2013b , or minerals (Briggs and Kear, 1994a) of arthropods have been used as quantitative measures of decay. In this later case, a percentage reduction in organic carbon and increase in phosphate over the course of decay supports mineralization as the process pathway for decay and potential preservation. Alternatively, Hammarlund et al. (2011) calculated rates of decay using first-order decay constants based on outflux of dissolved organic carbon.
W h e n r e c o n s t r u c t i n g p a t t e r n s o f morphological transformation, a direct measure of morphology is necessary. This can be straightforward when the aim is to address one specific morphological variable, e.g., the geometry of melanosomes (McNamara et al., 2013a) . Trying to reconstruct morphological change of specimens at the level of whole, complex bodies presents a bigger challenge. One common approach is to identify specified 'stages' of decay (e.g., Briggs and Kear, 1993a; Gostling et al., 2009; Sansom et al., 2011) . These stages are identified a posteriori and are defined according to particular criterion (e.g., body flaccid) or combination of criteria (e.g., loss of muscles and swollen gut). These stages are qualitative, but can b e m a p p e d o n t o t i m e s c a l e s o r t r e a t e d quantitatively by considering percentage of specimens at any particular stage (Gostling et al., 2009) . Use of identified decay stages has the advantage of being a relatively simple and quick approach: observations can often be made externally, identified stages can be used as a point of reference in future experiments, and stages can be applied directly to the fossil record. There are limitations to this approach. The taxon-specific nature of decay stages makes it difficult to directly or quantitatively compare results from different taxa, even those closely related. Furthermore, while efforts are made to identify stages that are discrete, decay is complex and a continuum; different sequences of decay can be observed in different specimens, and stages can overlap. Quantifying stages or mapping changes in stages through time will therefore only represent an imperfect generalization of results. An alternative is to quantify morphological change in terms of number of characters decaying and lost, using anatomical features as the unit of investigation rather than bodies. Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 considered the decay of each individual morphological character (apomorphy) of a specimen through the decay process, and classified them as belonging to defined categories (i.e., pristine=1, decaying=0.5, lost=0) . Using this kind of approach enables specimens and characters to be plotted through time in terms of their percentage completeness. This provides a more objective quantitative measure that can be compared between taxa. Nevertheless, results might not be directly comparable because different taxa will have different suites of characters, and categorization of decay states might not be consistent between observers.
Practically speaking, the chosen measure of decay will also dictate the kind of sampling necessary. External sampling (e.g., photography or visual recording of information) is generally preferable because it is quicker and enables a greater number of specimens to be analyzed with the same resources (Fig. 2) . In many cases, however, destructive sampling is necessary, either because internal anatomy is relevant, or because visual observations are not possible (e.g., buried specimens, specimens obscured by biofilms or cloudy water). Experimental vessels with flat surfaces rather than round surfaces (e.g., jar) enable a greater clarity for photography. Extraction and dissection requires a careful hand and consistent application (Fig. 2) . Destructive sampling also requires a greater number of specimens. The number of specimens necessary to obtain a consistent signal, either for an experimental or a sampling interval of an experiment depends on the aims of the experiment as well as the variability of the model system being investigated. It may also be necessary to consider the number of replicates needed for statistical significance for intended comparisons.
Some of the methods for measuring decay presented here will undoubtedly prove useful in future taphonomy experiments. There is, however, a wide variety of measures that could be used.
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Innovation in this sense will depend on the aims of future experiments and the imagination of researchers.
!
APPLICATION: PRINCIPLES AND EXAMPLES
!
As shown by the numerous examples and variables presented above, experimental decay has yielded a wealth of data. Applying these data to the fossil record is the obvious goal, but requires careful consideration. For experiments including a wide variety of variables, comparison of results with paleontological data might inform interpretations of the processes underlying the formation of particular fossils. For example, if the chemistry or morphology of fossils in a particular deposit match the chemistry or morphology identified under one set of experimental parameters but not a second set of experimental parameters, the first set of parameters could be interpreted as playing a role in fossil preservation. Alternatively, a priori knowledge of the mode of preservation of a fossil deposit will aid in application of experimental results. If fossils are interpreted as having been organically preserved, for example, preservation of characters or bodies identified as slow to decay should be expected, along with loss of those quick to decay. If bacterially mediated authigenic mineralization is the dominant mode of preservation in a deposit, the opposite will be true: characters or bodies identified as quick to decay might be expected to have a relatively enhanced probability of preservation. Application of patterns of morphological transformation and loss to the fossil record therefore requires knowledge of the preservational mechanisms in play because it can reverse interpretations applied. Given this potential 'chicken-or-the-egg' situation, using the same set of experimentally derived decay data to simultaneously evaluate the process of preservation of a fossil and the morphology or affinity of that fossil can risk problematic circularity. In all instances, it is necessary to ask whether the experimental parameters are a realistic framework for interpretation given the parameters of any particular fossil. As discussed above, the potential environmental variables of any decay experiment are numerous, as are the geological parameters of a fossil deposit. In cases where there is reliable data regarding geological parameters of a deposit, and those parameters are in accordance with experimental conditions, it is possible to have greater confidence in the ! 267 application of decay data. Similarly, in cases were there is extensive experimental data from different environmental conditions, there should be greater confidence in application of that decay data to fossil deposits. The optimum situation is obviously a combination of reliable geological interpretations and extensive experimental data. The question of applicability should also be asked of the organismal variables-i.e., phylogeny and ontogeny. Is the organism or tissue used in a decay experiment a suitable model for comparison with the fossil in question? Like the environmental variables, if experimental data for a range of organisms that cover the potential affinities of the fossil organism exist, or reliable independent data regarding the affinity of the fossil organism exist, it is possible to have greater confidence in the application of decay data.
The application of experimentally derived decay data to the fossil record can shed light on a range of different problems. The case studies below illustrate how the anatomy, preservation, or evolutionary significance of fossils can be revised or elucidated, and how the principles outlined above can be applied.
Correcting interpretations of fossil color
The preservation of soft tissues has enabled the reconstruction of the color of some fossil organisms, most notably in birds and their dinosaur relatives (e.g., Vinther et al., 2008; Barden et al., 2011; McNamara, 2013) . Fossil color provides a unique insight into not only the morphology of these long extinct organisms, but their ecology and behavior. Interpretations of color in fossil feathers have utilized the variability of geometry of melanosomes in that melanosomes of different colors tend to have different shapes (Li et al., 2010) . This inference is reliant, however, on a direct comparison between extant and fossil melanosomes. McNamara et al. (2013a) tested the hypothesis that taphonomic processes do not alter the geometry of melanosomes. Regarding organismal variables, they tested feathers of a wide variety of melanosome types from a wide variety of Neornithes (modern birds). Regarding physical environmental variables, feathers were subjected to high temperature and high pressure maturation for 24 hours (250 bar, 200 and 250°C) . In terms of outputs, geometric changes (long axis and short axis) were assessed, with the fresh condition representing the control. They identified a common taphonomic pathway whereby melansomes shrank during maturation, less so at lower temperatures (Fig. 3A) . When applying this finding to the fossil record, however, it is necessary to ask whether the experimental variables match the paleontological case. The wide variety of types of melanosome tested, as well as taxonomic coverage, indicate that these results are likely to be consistent for all birds. Stem-group birds (including dinosaurs) fall outside this extant phylogenetic bracket and therefore might not necessarily be expected to follow the same pattern; outgroup analysis might not be informative in this context because nonavian reptiles lack feathers (although see Li et al., 2014) . With respect to environmental variables, McNamara et al. (2013a) found different taphonomic pathways at different temperatures, and related this to the parameters of particular fossil deposits. The Yixian Formation has been interpreted as having high burial depths and temperatures, and thus melanosomes from dinosaurs from the Jehol Biota might have been more transformed than those from other formations. Given these geological parameters, interpretations of plumage patterns of dinosaurs from the Jehol Biota will need revision in light of taphonomic transformation of melanosomes. It remains to be seen whether there are proportional differences during this transformation; uniform shrinkage could be corrected for (Li et al., 2014) . Similar temperature-related transformation has been observed in insect experiments as well (McNamara et al., 2013b) .
!
Feasibility of ancient fossil embryos
The Ediacaran Doushantuo Formation from south China has yielded remarkable fossils from a crucial interval in the history of life. These tiny microfossils exhibit a range of multicellular morphologies that have been variously interpreted as bacteria, algae, and embryos of animals (Cunningham et al., 2012b) . These varying interpretations have extremely different ramifications for interpretations of the evolution of life on Earth. Experimental decay has been used to investigate the affinities of these organisms and the mechanisms that might underlie their formation; in this instance, taphonomic patterns and processes are very much intertwined. The analyses of Martin et al. (2004 Martin et al. ( , 2005 , Raff et al. (2006 Raff et al. ( , 2008 Raff et al. ( , 2013 , Gostling et al. (2008 ), and Cunningham (2012a provide a wealth of experimentally derived data relevant to Doushantuo Formation fossils.
! 268 Cunningham et al (2012a) explicitly tested the hypothesis that decaying giant sulfur bacteria could replicate the morphologies observed in Doushantuo microfossils. Regarding their organismal variables, a natural subject choice was the giant sulfur bacteria Thiomargarita. They also used early embryonic stages of sea urchins (thus considering phylogenetic and ontogenetic variables). The history of the subject organisms is also relevant in this context; reducing conditions (BME) were used to kill subjects, but proved problematic for giant sulfur bacteria. Regarding environmental variables, the biological environment was constrained by using sterile artificial seawater or sterile artificial seawater with the addition of an aerobic marine bacterium to induce pseudomorphing (i.e., mineral replication of morphology). Furthermore, preliminary trials were conducted under oxic, anoxic, and reducing conditions. Specimens were incubated for six days at 23°C. Outputs from these experiments included identification of the changes in morphology and the comparative pseudomorphing of embryos and giant bacteria. These experiments revealed that the subcellular morphology characteristic of Doushantuo microfossils are not replicated during decay of giant bacteria ( Fig 3B) , and that bacterially mediated pseudomorphing occurs readily for animal embryos, but not giant sulfur bacteria. The giant sulfur bacteria interpretation of the microfossils is therefore called into question.
When combined with other experimental results (Martin et al., 2004 (Martin et al., , 2005 Raff et al., 2006 Raff et al., , 2008 Raff et al., , 2013 Gostling et al., 2008 Gostling et al., , 2009 ), a wide variety of taxa have been tested, and common taphonomic patterns were found with respect to different metazoans (e.g., chelicerates, crustaceans, echinoderms, and annelids). Again, the experimental focus on particular ontogenetic ! 269 stages (i.e., embryos) is highly relevant in this context. When applying these findings to the fossil record, phylogenetic coverage and ontogenetic coverage of metazoans is comprehens i v e . H o w e v e r, a l a r g e p h y l o g e n e t i c , morphological, and therefore taphonomic gap, exists between metazoa and bacteria. This gap could be relevant given possible non-metazoan holozoan affinities (Huldtgren et al., 2011) . Regarding environmental variables, the results of decay experiments have rarely been considered in light of the geological parameters of the Doushantuo Formation. Instead, the results from trials under different environmental conditions have enabled identification of circumstances that might be conducive towards preservation of fossils embryos, and the mechanisms that might allow their formation-i.e., reducing conditions, anoxia, and specific bacterial interactions. The combined results and analyses have therefore supported some interpretations of affinity, eliminated others, and provided a feasible mechanism for the fossilization of structures that are improbable candidates for preservation.
!
Phylogenetic bias in chordates
It is the combination of present and absent anatomical features (apomorphies) that is used to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships and assess the evolutionary significance of a fossil. Soft-bodied fossils, however, are afflicted by data loss during preservation, whereby some apomorphies are transformed and decayed away. Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 tested the hypothesis that loss of anatomical information (apomorphies) during decay occurs at random with respect to the class of anatomical information-i.e., specialized synapomorphic characters decay at the same rate of generalized plesiomorphic characters. Regarding subject variables, they used a range of soft-bodied extant chordates: the invertebrate amphioxus, and the vertebrates hagfish and lamprey (both adult and juvenile). Environmental variables were constrained to anoxia with endogenous microbes only. Specimens were incubated at 25°C for up to 300 days, with terminal sampling throughout that period. Decay was quantified by scoring individual anatomical characters as pristine, decaying, or lost. A common taphonomic pattern was found whereby a strong correlation existed between the order of loss of soft characters during decay and the hierarchical order of characters in terms of the p h y l o g e n e t i c i n f o r m a t i v e n e s s ( i . e . , synapomorphies decay before plesiomorphies; Fig. 3C ).
As with the case studies above, it is necessary to ask whether the experimental variables match the paleontological case so this finding can be applied to the fossil record. With respect to the subject variables, the tested subjects represent a comprehensive sampling of non-biomineralized chordates, with the exception of urochordates. As such, the common taphonomic pattern can be applied to fossil taxa hypothesized as belonging to the chordates, including vertebrates, and potentially the chordate stem, because the extant phylogenetic bracket is covered by a consistent taphonomic signal. The data cannot, however, be directly applied to non-chordates. Regarding the environmental variables, the preservation mode is highly relevant in this context. Sansom et al. (2010b Sansom et al. ( , 2011 compared the experimentally derived data and patterns with extinct putative chordates from Burgess Shale-type deposits where the dominant mode of preservation of soft tissues is through the organic pathway (Butterfield, 2003; Gaines et al., 2012) . Under these circumstances, slowly decaying characters are expected to have a higher probability of survival in a fossil, while characters quick to decay will be lost. As such, organically preserved fossil chordates are likely to be missing s y n a p o m o r p h i e s , l e a v i n g a g e n e r a l i z e d plesiomorphic chordate condition; systematic loss of data during preservation therefore causes fossils to be interpreted as belonging to the stemlineage of a clade when they in fact belong in the c r o w n . I n d e p o s i t s w h e r e a u t h i g e n i c mineralization is the dominant mode of preservation, decay bias has a different effect; synapomorphies are preserved, and crown-group organisms are recognized as such. Stem-group organisms that posses fewer synapomorphies and largely comprise plesiomorphies are less likely to be preserved; this will cause a 'stem deficiency,' whereby stem organisms are missing and the early stages of a clade are unknown.
In this case study, a general taphonomic pattern reveals consistent biases in the phylogenetic interpretation of fossils (also observed biomineralized organisms by Sansom and Wills, 2013) . The resulting decay patterns can elucidate affinities of specific fossil taxa as either phylogenetically meaningful stem taxa (e.g., Haikouichthys), or taphonomically suspect stem taxa (e.g., Cathaymyrus) (Sansom et al., 2010a (Sansom et al., , b, 2011 . A recent case in point is regarding ! 270 the taxon Metaspriggina. Previously known from few poorly preserved specimens, it exhibited chordate plesiomorphies and was interpreted as an amphioxus-like primitive chordate, (Conway Morris, 2008 , Briggs et al., 1994 . Recent discovery of better preserved specimens, however, yielded a number of previously unknown vertebrate synapomorphies, thus causing the taxon to slide back up the stem (i.e., move up the tree towards the crown) (Conway Morris and Caron, 2014). A higher fidelity of preservation reversed the effect of stemward slippage. In all of these cases, consideration of phylogenetic shifts resulting from taphonomic biases is only possible through consideration of the mode of preservation at relevant fossil deposits. ! CONCLUSIONS ! Experimental decay is a powerful tool with which to evaluate the fossil record of soft tissues. As with all experiments, however, taphonomic studies requires careful consideration of the relationship between their aims, design, variables, a n d a p p l i c a b i l i t y. A i m s c a n r e l a t e t o understanding the processes by which soft tissues become preserved in the fossil record, or elucidating patterns of transformation and loss of morphologies during that preservation. A clear knowledge of experimental aims enables explicit articulation of the hypothesis being tested. What is the control? What are the independent variables (inputs)? What are the dependent variables (outputs)? As discussed above, the high number of possible variables in the context of decay, from the phylogeny or ontogeny of the subject through th e b io lo g ical, ch emical, an d p h y s ical environment, means that a vast, multidimensional space of potential outcomes exists. This can be compensated for through utilization of explicit experimental hypotheses and constraint of variables. The application of experimentally derived decay data to the fossil record requires clear understanding of how these experimental variables relate to the geological variables. It is hoped that the principles outlined here will benefit future decay experiments, and serve as framework that can be built upon. It is anticipated that many innovations and discoveries are yet to come in the field of soft-tissue decay and preservation, not only though application of existing techniques, but also through the development of new analytical techniques to as-yet untested areas. 
